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.\0 exact method of com:)uting volume changes under high prcssurc from acoustic-wavc-velocity mcasurc
ments is dc\·elopcd . It is applicablc to large as wcll as small compressions. To illustrate the application 
oi th~ method, prccision ultrasonic-velocity measurcments made in mercury .it pressures up to 13 kbar [or 
three temperatures have hcen used to compute Vas a function of T and P. The volume is determined to an 
accnr:tcy of hetter than 0.01 % at each pressure and temperature. An analytical expression for the pressure 
clcl'cnclcnce oi the volume in which all coefficients are expressed in terms of the bulk modulus and its 
dcri"atives is dC"clopcd and shown to give a better representation of the P-V data than many of the cqua
tions now in usc. 

INTRODUCTION 

AFu..\]):\:\[L'\T \L problt:m in high-pressure re
-carch is the l.L"lcrm inalion of the equation of 

state of condensed nw.terials. One experimental ap
proach to this problem is direct measurement of the 
volume as a function of pressure. Various methods 
have been devised for this. For liquids Bridgman hits 
used a piezometer,I.2 a piston·displacement method/-5 

and a sylphon-bellows device6- 9 which employs a po
tentiometric length-measuring technique. The piezom
eter yielded volumes accurate to about 0.1 %, the piston
displacement method to about 1 %, ~md the sylphon 
bellows to a few hundredths of 1 %. For solids Bridgman 
used a linear·compression techniquelO •11 \\"herc the 
change in length of samples re!atiye to that of pure 
iron is measured and, again, the piston·displacement 
method . I~-16 These methods haye been relined by other 
investigators. Cutler cl al.'7 and Boelhollwerl8 modified 
the sylphon-bello\\'s technique by employing an e.\tern;d 
linear-cl i (i eren ti~tl transformer to measure the bellows 
motion . Doolittle ci al .w determined the change in 
volume of a liquid by following the motion of a float 

• Rc~earch suppor ted by the U.S. Ollie\! of ?\'aval Rcsearch. 
i" Based on part oi a thesis suilmitted hy L. A. Dav is to the 

Graduate School of Yale Uni"crsity in partial fulfillmcn t of the 
rC'luiremCnl5 for the Doclol' of Philosophy degree. 
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at its surface with an external linear-differential trans
fonner. Accuracies of the order of 0.01 % are attained . 
To measure compression in solids to very high pressures, 
a Debyc-Scherrer x-ray powder pattern of a sample 
compressed in an anvil device has been used. A review 
of the earlier x-ray techniques is given by Jamieson 
and Lawson20 ; newer methods are described by Barnett 
and Ha1l21 and Perez-Albuerne, Forsgren, and 
Drickamer.22 A common problem in the x-ray methods 
is that pressure determination is difficult so that the 
volume results obtained are accurate to only about 1 %. 
For compression measurements to ultrahigh pressure 
(megabars), the shock-wave method is used . Deal23 

hits given a review of the techniques involved. The 
question of accuracy is a difficult one here, but it is 
certainly not better than 1 % of the volume. 

In all of the experimental methods enumerated :lbo\'e, 
volume is measured directly as a function If pressure. 
An ctlternative approach, inherently capabl of yielding 
higher accuracy, is to measure the pressure dependence 
of the compressibility and then obt3.in yolume as a 
function of pressure by integration. The compressibility 
and its pressure dependence may be measured to high 
accuracy by acoustic methods. In 19-1-9 Lazarus2.: initi
~lted development of the techniques necessary for 
making sonic-velocity measurements to high pressure. 
In his work on the elastic constants of cubic single 
crystals he assumed the samples changed length as 
though they had constant compressibility. In 1957 
Cook25 described a method of obtaining accurate volume 
results from high-pressure sonic-velocity data. He em
ployed the less restrictive assumption that the ratio of 
the isothermal and adiabatic compressibilities is a con
stant. This approximation is reliable when the com-
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